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Q1. Which word CANNOT be made from the letters of the given word? 

 

A. DISTURBANCE 

 

  i) band  ii) turban  iii) banks  iv) distance 

 

B. INTELLIGENT 

 

  i) intel  ii) gentle  iii) hilt  iv) elite 

 

Q2. Which word can be formed from the given combination of letters? 

  

A. TECHNOLOGY 

  

  i) ecology  ii) lonely  iii) along  iv) longest 

 

B. STATEMENT 

 

  i) mental  ii) estate  iii) tempt  iv) magnet 

 

Q3. Which of the following words appears at third position, if they are 

arranged alphabetically? 

   

  Carrot, camera, carrom, carpenter, carton 

 

 i) carrot  ii) carton  iii) carrom  iv) carpenter 

 

Q4. Arrange the words as they occur in the dictionary and select the correct 

option. 

 

1. division  2. divide  3. dinner  4. direct  5. Dance 

 

 i) 1, 2, 4, 5, 3   ii) 5, 3, 4, 1, 2 

   

iii) 5, 3, 4, 2, 1   iv) 5,4, 2, 1, 3 

 

 



Q5. Read the information given below and answer the questions that follow 

Ravi and Kunal are good in hockey and volleyball. Sachin and Ravi are good in 

hockey and baseball. Gaurav and Kunal are good in cricket and volleyball. 

Sachin, Gaurav and Michael are good in football and baseball. 

a) Who is good in all hockey cricket and volleyball? 

  i) Sachin  ii) Kunal  iii) Ravi  iv) Gaurav 

b) Who is good in baseball, cricket, volleyball and football? 

  i) Sachin  ii) Kunal  iii) Gaurav  iv) Ravi 

 

Q6. Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 

based on it. 

I. Only Rahul and Shailesh opt for Maths.  

II. Vaibhav dislikes only Maths and Chemistry.  

III. Shalabh likes Physics, Chemistry and Biology.  

IV. Rahul dislikes Physics and Shailesh dislikes Physics and Biology. 

 

a) Who likes Physics but not Chemistry? 

 i) Rahul  ii) Shalabh  iii) Shailesh  iv) Vaibhav 

 

b) How many like Chemistry? 

 i) 1   ii) 2   iii) 3   iv) 4  

Q7. Fill in the blanks with the correct pronouns to form meaningful 

sentences. 

a) The old woman lived alone, with ____________ to look after __________. 

  i) someone/her   ii) anyone/herself 

  iii) everyone/she   iv) no one/her 

b) Some of these clothes are _______ and the rest of _______ belong to Ram. 

  i) yours/it    ii) my/ them 

  iii) my/ them   iv) mine/them 

Q8. Study the table given below describing the characteristics of four 

animals W, X, Y and Z. 

  

 

 

           Which of the following is likely to be a mosquito? 

  i) W   ii) X   iii) Y   iv) Z  

 

Description W X Y  Z 

It has six legs. ✓  ✓  

It breathes through gills. ✓   ✓ 

It possesses hollow bones.  ✓  ✓ 


